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Abstract 
Induction motors are still popular in industries amongst the several types of motor due to its simple, robust 
and maintenance free construction. With the fast progress in transport industry the need exists for ac 
machines with higher power per unit. Six phase induction motor is a solution where higher power per volume 
is required such as for electric vehicle application. In this paper, six phase induction motor is operated by 
compact nine switch inverter. Space vector modulation technique is incorporated to operate nine switch 
inverter for six phase induction motor drive.  
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Introduction 
Induction motors are popular as they are cheaper, highly efficient, requires less maintenance, and robust 
construction as compare to other motor in a same segment. Although three phase induction motor are popular 
among there segment, high starting torque and higher power per volume may limit the application of this motor. 
In the application of electric vehicle it required higher power per volume. For these type of application 
increasing number of phases of induction motor results in increasing power density of motor retaining the 
advantages of the induction motor. Thus, six phase induction motor is a solution of   higher power per volume 
application [1-3]. 
As the number of phases increases, required inverter switch count increases leading to high cost converter. For 
three phase induction three phase voltage source inverter is sufficient. As the phase increases from three to six, 
it requires twelve switch inverter to operate six phase induction motor. In this paper only nine switch inverter is 
developed to operate six phase induction motor.  
The nine switch converter can be used as ac-dc-ac, dc-ac-ac, and ac-dc-dc depending upon its input and output 
connection. The nine switch converter is used as ac-dc-ac for various applications like reactive power 
compensation with induction motor drive, uninterrupted power supply etc. The nine switch converter with ac-
dc-ac operation is explained with constant and variable frequency mode operation is explained in [4]. The 
efficient operation of the nine switch converter with ac-ac and dc-ac mode is explained in [5]. The pulse width 
modulation is explained in [6, 7] to increase efficiency of the nine switch converter. The reactive power 
compensation with induction motor drive under change in load condition is reported in [8]. 
 
Methodology 
In this paper, six phase induction motor is modelled and operated from reduced nine switch inverter. The space 
vector pulse width modulation is used to operate nine switch inverter. 
Fig. 1 show conventional six phase inverter. It requires 12 active switches for six phase output. Fig. 2 shows 
nine switch inverter which requires only nine switches thereby reducing a switch count by 25% compared to 
conventional 12 switch inverter.   
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Fig. 1: Conventional Six Phase Inverter 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2: Nine Switch Inverter with Six Phase Machine Construction 

 
Operation of Six Phase Induction Motor and Nine Switch Inverter 
In the six phase induction motor, there are two sets of phases; phases ‘abc’ and phases ‘xyz’. As shown in Fig. 
2, basic construction of six phase induction machine is presented. The phases ‘abc’ and ‘xyz’ are 120o phase 
shifted within them and have 30o phase with respect to each other. The number of winding turns of both the set 
of phases is same. The fault tolerance features of multiphase machine are one of the important advantages for 
the locomotive application. 
Nine Switch Converter  
The nine switch inverter with six phase output connected to the induction motor and gate logic controller is 
shown in Fig. 2. The nine switch inverter is operated as dc to ac converter. All the nine switches are operated in 
two inverter modes ‘abc’ and ‘xyz’ simultaneously. The group of upper six switches (S1, S12, S3, S34, S5, S56) 
operated as ‘abc’ inverter and group of lower six switches (S12, S2, S23, S3, S56, S6) operated as ‘xyz’ inverter. 
When NSC is operated as ‘abc’, upper group switches are active and rest of the lower three switches are ON. 
During NSC as ‘xyz’  inverter, lower group switches are active and rest of the upper three switches are ON. 
Middle three switches (S12, S34, S56) are active in both inverter operation.  
Modulating Reference Generation 
For generating desired gate pulses reference is generated using following equation: 

   offsetdcabcabc Vtfmv _2sin  
       

(1) 

   offsetdcxyzxyz Vtfmv _2sin                    (2) 

where, mabc and mxyz are the modulation index, δ= 30o and Vdc_offset = 0.5. The dc-offset is added for the satisfactory 
operation of nine switch converter [9]. The vabc are the three modulating reference shifted by 120o. Similarly, vxyz 

are the three modulating reference shifted by 120o. 
The control logic is as shown in fig 3. The detail dwell tie calculation is explained in [10-11]. The generated 
references are shown in fig 4.  
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Fig. 3: Space Vector PWM Logic. 

 

Fig. 4: Modulating References for Six Phase Output. 
 
Result and Discussion 
The six phase induction motor is modelled for 3 HP, 50 Hz, 200 volts, 4 pole, star connected. Fig. 5 shows, six 
phase output phase voltage of the nine switch inverter. The phase voltages ‘abc’ are 120o phase shifted and phase 
voltages ‘xyz’ are also 120o phase shifted with respect to each other. The ‘xyz’ phase voltages are 30o leading to 
‘abc’ phase voltages. Fig. 6 shows six phase induction motor output current. Fig. 7 shows speed of the induction 
motor.
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Fig. 5: Six Phase Output Phase Voltage. Vph ‘abc’ and Vph ‘xyz’∟30o 
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Fig. 6: Six Phase Output Phase Current   

 

Fig. 7: Speed of Six Phase Induction Motor 
 
Conclusion 
In this paper, six phase induction motor is operated by compact nine switch inverter. The use of nine switch 
inverter reduces switch count by 25% compared to the conventional 12 switch six phase inverter. Space 
vector modulation technique is incorporated to operate nine switch inverter for six phase induction motor 
drive. Six phase induction motor is a solution where higher power per volume is required such as for electric 
vehicle application. 
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